
Today’s climate calls for fresh approaches to how we lead people, communicate, and process change. 

How leaders show up, speak, and present themselves has a viral wave of impact that either contracts  

people (and the system) or generates creativity, teamwork, and innovation. In these times, we need leaders 

that hold the possibilities of what can be created and to see potential and possibilities in EVERY situation.

To begin the practice of OPEN Leadership, we realize our bodies provide us a constant wealth of feedback 

— our job is to tap in and listen. If we are being a more CLOSED leader, we can actually feel contraction in 

ourselves. Holding a more OPEN stance, feels more free where emerging possibilities have space. Continue  

reading to learn about specific clues that can show you how open or closed you are. By utilizing these 

simple shifts in how you approach your team, you can start building more connection today.

HERE’S HOW YOU CAN QUICKLY UP-SKILL YOUR ABILITIES  
TO EMPOWER YOUR TEAM AND GET THE RESULTS YOU SEEK.

OPEN LEADERSHIP IMPROVES WORK 
PERFORMANCE & FULFILLMENT



CLOSED OPEN
MINDSET: THINKING MIND

Certain & Closed Aware & Expanded

Ego Based (individual-based): ME over WE Eco (Whole System Based): TEAM over ME

Finite, linear, limited, conditional reality (Win-Lose) Infinite possibilities & potential, limitless, non-conditional (Win-Win)

Sees self as source of solutions Empowers others to generate solutions

Operates as the center of all activity & outcomes Operates as a conductor or activities & outcomes

Impatient & fear-based during uncertainty Curious, optimistic & grounded in uncertainty

EXPERIENCE: FEELING STATE

Overwhelmed, unfocused, stuck Grounded, clear, centered, creative

Frustrated, disconnected, confused Present, inspired, engaged

Judgemental, dismissive, defensive Open, available, allowing

Jealous, blaming, shaming Gratitude, peace, inner knowing

Doesn’t listen, speaks over others Actively listens, reflects others

PHYSICAL SENSATION: SOMATIC INTELLIGENCE

Shallow breathing, holds breath, elevated heart rate Awareness of breath, breathes deeply, heart rate regulated, calm

Tightness in jaw, neck, shoulder, & back Relaxed in body, open-hearted

Heat flushes on the face & neck Normal body temperature

Contracted tension in the body Spaciousness, expansion, & joy

Protected, shielded, armored sensation on the front & back body Freedom, lightness, undefended nature

VOICE: THINGS WE SAY

“You don’t belong here.” “I believe in you.”

“Not possible.” & “We can’t do this.” “Let’s figure this out together.” & “What would it take….”

“You’re not qualified.” “I appreciate your vision/leadership.”

“We don’t have the resources.” “Let’s find a way to make this happen.”

“It’s not normally what we DO.” “I’m listening. Tell me more.”

BEHAVIORS: OUR ACTIONS

Acts from ME agenda, “What makes ME look good?” Focused on team development, learning, motivation, & support

Politically motivated, untrusting
Actions reflect service & commitment to the intention & vision  
of the organization

Manipulative & calculating
Acts selfless, comfortable with not always being the focus,  
contributes to wins of others, the team, and organization

Evaluates opportunity for others against what’s in it for them Looks for allies to support & be supported by, helps others

QUESTIONS

“What do I have to do?” “What would it take for us to…”

“When are we going to get this done?” “Who can help us achieve our goal(s)?”

“How can we beat our competition?”
“ How can we serve our customers, make the best product,  
provide the best service?”

“How can I make everyone work faster and harder?”
“ What is needed or required in order for the team to operate  
in their highest capacity and potential?”
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